When toughness and beauty count, why compromise?

Go with Warren's® A-34 BenSun®
Kentucky Bluegrass Seed or Sod.

Warren's® A-34 BenSun® rates 23% better in quality; 33% better in density than its top 10 competition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIETY</th>
<th>QUALITY</th>
<th>DENSITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warren's A-34 BenSun®</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of top 10</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>6.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Purdue University, November, 1983-Field Day

If you're looking for a top quality Kentucky bluegrass that stands up under heavy traffic, makes maximum use of fertilizers, is aggressive in its growth so it chokes out weeds, takes up to 65% shade and can be mowed to as close as half an inch...then you need Warren's A-34 BenSun®.

It's the hardy Kentucky bluegrass that's providing better, safer playing fields coast-to-coast in some of the nation's leading stadiums—including San Francisco's Candlestick Park, Denver's Mile High Stadium, Milwaukee's County Stadium, Chicago's Comiskey Park and Baltimore's Memorial Stadium; as well as many famous college and university stadiums.

For the professional groundskeepers that run these operations, there's no room for compromise. When toughness and beauty count, they go with the PROs—Warren's A-34 BenSun® Kentucky Bluegrass Seed and Sod supplied by their Warren's Turf Professional.

"Wherever you put down roots, go with the PROs."

Warren's®
TURF PROFESSIONALS

7502 South Main Street • Crystal Lake, Illinois

Call 1-800-828-TURF(8873) for the name and address of your nearest Warren's Turf Professional.
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Chipper

What makes Ryan big aerators worth the investment:

Large area cultivation plus five choices of tines to get to the root of your problem fast.

Chances are, your turf is slowly choking to death.
Every time you cut grass, it gets harder for water and fertilizer to seep down through the thatch build-up.
And every time your soil is walked on, or dried out by hot weather, it gets harder for the grass to breathe.
And for new grass to take root.

Ryan has the solution.
Ryan solves your turf problems with an aerator specifically built for your type of turf.
On fairways, parks and other uneven grounds, we offer the Ryan Renovaire®.
To aerate flat expanses of turf (like athletic fields), choose the Ryan Tracaire®.
Both cover a wide 6-foot swath.
Both can be mounted to your tractor's 3-point hitch.
And both let you vary the amount of aeration with a unique system of interchangeable tine wheels:
Two sizes of coring tines for the fast-growth weeks of spring.
Two sizes of deep-slicing tines to open up dry soil in the summer.
And open-spoon tines to prepare the turf for new seed and fertilizer in the fall.
No other equipment gives you such thorough aeration, season after season.

A free demonstration.
Of course, the best way for you to learn about the Ryan Tracaire and Renovaire aerators is to see them in action.
On your own grounds.
To do that, just return our coupon today. Or call us toll-free, 1-800-228-4444.
diesel engine, articulation, spring isolated plow, and gearbox driven trencher. New features include low profile for stability, large hydraulic reservoir, streamlined hydraulic system, heavier weight for more traction, new controls, and various options.

Hydroseeder features big tank loads

Finn Corporation has introduced the T110 hydroseeder with a 1,000-working-gallon tank, standard heavy-duty centrifugal pump, hydraulic motor-driven agitator, dual agitation, and remote hose operation. These components enable the T110 to seed, fertilize,
and mulch up to 1/3 acre; or just seed and fertilize as much as 3 1/2 acres at distances to 90 feet. The T110 is available as a gooseneck model or skid mounted, and features several options that allow it to function for dust control, high-pressure tree spraying, equipment cleaning, and other uses. 
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Hose, cable reels are neat and quick

Hannay portable hose and cable reels Models 1100, 1200, and 1300 are designed to get the job done fast, without piling, tangling, kinking, or lugging. Pickup and storage are neat and quick; wear and tear are minimized. Hose models are direct crank rewind continuous flow reels with swivel joint inlet, fluid hub, and outlet riser. Cable ree
d uses direct crank rewind, has three-conductor wiring, and features a six-foot lead with 110-volt plug prewired to the reel.
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New applicator line for lawn care pros

The GN600 lawn care applicator from Great Northern Equipment Co. is designed for the special needs of lawn care professionals. It handles 600 gallons in a stainless steel tank, for 200,000 sq.-ft. of coverage per load. It can be mounted on existing chassis, or ordered on a one-ton Ford diesel truck. The applicator, and others in the line with capacities to 1,600 gallons, feature pump-on and pump-off valve system, screens before pump, and hose reel assembly, full metal casings.
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Wet or Dry

Get the Pene-Turf Advantage For Less Than Half the Cost.

Hundreds of professional turf managers across the nation know the benefits of Pene-Turf Soil Treatment... improved permeability and aeration in the soil... better rooting, drainage and chemical incorporation... elimination of isolated wet and dry spots and protection against erosion.

But the best fact is the cost. For less than the cost of treating only greens with similar products, you can treat the entire course with Pene-Turf. It’s the most cost-effective weapon you have against all kinds of soil and soil water problems.

Find out for yourself... write today for more information, or call TOLL-FREE, 1-800-348-2608. Distributor inquiries invited.

Distributors: Circle No. 119 on Reader Inquiry Card

FOUR STAR AGRICULTURAL SERVICES, INC.
Dept. WT—2275 N. State Road 1—P.O. Box 463—Bluffton, IN 46714
Toll-Free: 1-800-348-2608 Indiana: 219-824-5384 Collect
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WEEDS TREES & TURF/MAY 1984
Meet Mustang—the new turf-type tall fescue whose extraordinary turf quality, heat/drought tolerance and dark green color make it a breed apart from the others.

Turf data from major universities rank Mustang superior in seedling vigor, turf performance, and disease resistance. You demand excellence in your turf management, so why settle for anything less in your choice of a tall fescue... demand Mustang!

Produced by:

PICKSEED WEST Inc.
P.O. Box 888 • Tangent, Oregon 97389
(503) 926-8886
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are beginning to see a switch as repeat buyers trade up from electrics to bigger electric and gasoline models."

Service a potential problem
Since trimmers are a low-dollar, low priority item for some equipment distributors, manufacturers must work closer with distributors. "A trimmer with a $300 price tag can get lost in a distributor's catalog," says Nathan. "We have to be highly selective about distributors because so many of the big-name distributors concentrate on big-name, high-dollar products."

Retail outlets may operate under the assumption you are a homeowner and speed of repair is not crucial. Smaller, commercial suppliers may be the best choice for service.

Attachments increase
The original powered trimmers had fixed heads, either leather or nylon lines and brush cutting blades. Today, heads are interchangeable and include small cultivators, blowers, edger blades, and even snow shovels.

HMC Green Machine introduced an attachment series with a single power unit this spring. "I think once our competitors find out what we're doing and how well this product works, they'll jump on the band wagon as well," says Katherine Takis of HMC.

Small, commercial suppliers may be the best choice for trimmer purchase and service.

"Historically, power equipment companies have never had a great deal of success with multi-purpose tools," claims Stihl's McGuire. "A few companies are coming out with attachments like little cultivators and snow blowers, but we think the jury is still out for acceptance on these attachments." Stihl was the first to introduce a free-swinging plastic blade head that permits cutting of tough weeds without severe damage to trees or other objects.

Engines now have solid state ignition, improved air filtration, fuel injection starting, improved carburetors, larger fuel tanks, and better balance for the operator. Gasoline trimmers weigh from 12 to 20 lbs. with engines ranging from 21cc to 85cc.

Versatility and longer engine life increase the efficiency of the trimmer as a professional landscape maintenance tool. Like trim mowers, you don’t expect them to last forever when using them eight hours each day, six days each week. They have a role to play in the market so you build replacement cost into your charges. Chemicals can’t eliminate the need for mechanical trimmers. The key is to combine all tools to achieve the greatest efficiency.

**Twelve Good Reasons To Use Folicote...**

**All Year Long.**

Under stress conditions plants lose more life-giving moisture through the stomata in their leaves than can be absorbed by their roots. FOLICOTE reduces moisture loss by partially blocking stomata, without limiting actual photosynthesis.

- Increases transplant survival.
- Reduces moisture stress during transport.
- Protects against desiccation... winter and summer.
- Stays flexible, looks natural.

And FOLICOTE costs up to 50 percent less to apply than any other anti-desiccant or anti-transpirant on the market.

FOLICOTE is a wax emulsion that mixes easily with water and stays mixed. When used as directed, FOLICOTE has been proven in university trials to be effective and non-phytotoxic on a wide range of plants.

For free brochure and more information call TOLL FREE 800-257-7797, in N.J. 609-665-1130 AQUATROLS CORPORATION OF AMERICA, INC. 1432 UNION AVE., PENNSAUKEN, NJ 08110

Another water management tool from...
Our gas powered GX-800, and our new electric X-500 light turf vehicles are perfectly suited for tough jobs when you need a utility vehicle but a truck is too much.

The GX-800 sips gas like a miser, and won't mar your manicured turf. And its hill climbing ability and sure handling in bad weather make it a step up from any pick-up truck.

Likewise, the new electric X-500 will give you a full day's work on one night's charge. It too is perfect when you need a vehicle as strong as an ox yet as gentle as a lamb.

For heavier work, the GT-7 has you covered. With a large payload capacity and steel-stong durability to match any heavy-duty turf truck.

Plus, it's infinitely adaptable to the job at hand. A hydraulic dump, aerator, spreader, sprayer, top dresser, and many other options can be easily added to make your particular task less of a chore.

The gas powered GX-800, GT-7, and the new electric X-500. They're tough, strong and best of all they're from E-Z-GO. Which means there's thirty years of experience engineered into each one. The World's Finest Utility Vehicles For Sports and Industry.

P.O. Box 388, Marvin-Griffin Road, Augusta, Georgia 30913-2699, (404) 798-4311
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oxychlor, or Turcam. Borers should be watched, especially on birch, in June. If D-shaped holes are visible on the bark, apply Dursban or other recommended pesticides.

**Disease control**

To the manager of high-maintenance turf, June is a time to apply preventative materials to problem spots and to keep on top of other susceptible areas. The prime environmental causes of disease should be corrected, including poor drainage, dew, stagnant air, and timing of irrigation.

Since the primary crabgrass germination period is over and preemergence herbicides have completed their usefulness, early June is a good time to aerify disease-prone turf areas.

Michigan State University Pathologist Joe Vargas is now recommending brief daily irrigation (mid-day) to protect beneficial organisms in the thatch and soil, instead of waiting for wilt symptoms before irrigating. Excessive water is a prime cause of turf disease.

The prime summer troublemakers for northern turf managers are Dollar Spot, Brown Patch, Pythium, Fusarium and Anthracnose.

Dollar spot is caused by two fungi and can damage creeping bentgrass and annual bluegrass when temperatures are from 60 to 85 degrees F. Brown patch is a disease of highly-fed, cool-season turf during hot, humid days. Cultural controls include limiting nitrogen to one-half pound per thousand square feet per month. Anthracnose attacks mainly annual bluegrass, but also Seaside creeping bent, some fine-leaf fescues and perennial ryegrasses. Coring reduces anthracnose by encouraging deep rooting and better drainage.

Fusarium blight is a disease of cool-season turf beginning in late June. The frog-eye symptom is now thought to be caused by a combination of three different fungi (Smiley, Cornell). Preventative Fusarium control, such as with Bayleton, should be applied before symptoms appear, no later than mid-June. Pythium may be the worst cool-season turf disease since it kills the entire plant, not just foliage. Moderating fertilization and improving drainage are chief cultural controls.

The prime warm-season turf diseases are Brown Patch, Helminthosporium leaf spot and gray leaf spot. Brown patch is most common on thatchy St. Augustine and zoysia when days are warm and nights are cool. It can also attack bermudagrass and ryegrass. Helminthosporium leaf spot (melting out) is discovered on bermudagrass, ryegrass, and to a lesser extent centipede and St. Augustine, when temperatures range from 70 to 95 degrees F. Gray leaf spot is a problem of St. Augustine in warm, humid weather.

Specific chemical controls will be given in the June Disease Control Guide.

Ornamental diseases, especially on roses, dogwood, azalea, rhododendron, hawthorne, and fruit trees, should be monitored. Problem plants will require treatment every two weeks through the summer. See June Disease Control Guide for details.

**Trimming evergreens**

Trimming narrow-leaf evergreens can be done in June and July. Up to half of new candle growth can be removed. Shearing for shape and pruning for density should be done in June.
DYRENE SPELLS IN MEMORIAM FOR HELMINTHOSPORIUM.

Helminthosporium. For years, turf professionals have relied on DYRENE Turf fungicide. It works. DYRENE gives you effective control of the various species of Helminthosporium (Drechslera) which cause diseases known as melting-out and leaf spot.

DYRENE helps you control dollar spot, copper spot, snow mold (Typhula), and rust. It can be applied easily with standard equipment. Use recommended rates and follow label directions.

DYRENE Turf fungicide. It spells in memoriam for Helminthosporium. See your turf chemicals distributor.

DYRENE is a Reg. TM of Mobay Chemical Corporation

Mobay Chemical Corporation
Specialty Products Group
Box 4913, Kansas City, MO 64120
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EVENTS

JUNE

Menninger Flower Tree Conference, June 7-8. Cypress Gardens, FL. Open to individuals interested in tropical and subtropical trees. Topics include plant importation, tree propagation, producing specimen trees, and introducing new species to the trade. Contact Florida Nurserymen and Growers Association, PO Box 16796, Temple Terrace, FL 33687. (813) 985-8511.

Kentucky Cemetery Association Annual Convention, June 9-11. Executive Inn, Louisville, KY. Contact Lewis Tingley, Resthaven Memorial Park, PO Box 18068, Louisville, KY 40218. (502) 491-5950.


Minnesota Park Supervisors Annual Equipment Show, June 15. Dred Scott Playfield, Bloomington, MN. Contact Lyle Rude, City of Bloomington, 2215 West Old Shakopee Rd., Bloomington, MN 55431. (612) 881-5811.

Turf Seed Annual Field Day, June 21. Hubbard, OR. A review of turf and seed production trials, as well as turf and forage grass breeding projects. Barbecue follows tour. Contact Turf Seed Inc., 77 West G St., Hubbard, OR (503) 981-9571.

University of Massachusetts Turf Field Day, June 27. South Deerfield, MA. Contact University of Massachusetts, Dept. of Plant and Soil Science, Stockbridge Hall, Amherst, MA 01003. (413) 545-2353.

JULY


American Sod Producers Association Summer Convention and Field Days, July 24-26. Olympia Spa and Resort, Oconomowoc, WI. Contact Doug Fender, ASPA, 4415 W. Harrison St., Hillside, IL 60162. (312) 449-2844.

To insure that your event is included, please forward it, 90 days in advance, to: WEEDS TREES & TURF Events, 7500 Old Oak Boulevard, Cleveland, OH 44130.